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double-drink. I've never encountered the term.
Is it a western double-drink? A double

Canadian? A double English (or English &
Western)? I'd say it's a western double-drink

as all the components are available in the US -
but that's purely my knee-jerk reaction.

Double-drink. Kaffee und Kognak. The first one
is German, the second one is Swedish. The

double-drink in Poland is either just lemonade
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or ginek (a lighter cocktail) with soda or ice. In
Mexico, it's a double iced tea (called

"champurrado"); in Cuba, it's a blended rum
and grapefruit juice drink called "cuba libre"

(one of the more popular drinks there). In
South America, it's a similar cocktail, called
"cortado" (or double-dougie, for short). In

Spain, it's a mixture of red wine, cream, and
milk called "jugo de ajo", commonly served as

a dessert. In the Midwest, it's commonly
known as a double espresso, as coffee prices
in the area are extremely high. These drinks

are usually always called "double-drinks". This
is because in the US and Canada, the

definition of a "drink" is usually a cocktail
rather than a "glass". A glass, as such, is

usually larger than a drink and therefore a
double-drink may be three or more drinks (8oz
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editing software that includes many useful
features, especially for amateur and

professional users. It can help you to create,
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